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Introduction

The training station offers a variety of Therapy and Fitness. 
Simple but effective, the Station combines the use of elastic 
resistance an unstable surfaces with useful accessories, providing 

one convenient system to train strength, balance, and fl exibility. 
Whether rehab or general fi tness is the goal, the Exercise Station 
can help you get there.
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Exercise Station

Components and characteristics

Light but durable, the Exercise Station easily holds up to repeated 
and intensive use. The soft color and fl at design fi ts in nearly all 
facilities or private homes. The 10 rubber feet on the bottom keep 
it from slipping on hard surface and provide a safe base during 
exercising. 6 pin connectors and the tubing clip-on system allow 
a versatile and individualized dosed strength training program. 
The Station has a large center cavity to fi t additional Thera-Band® 
products. The popular exercise balls allow combined strength 
and fl exibility training, while unstable surfaces like the Stability 
Trainer, and Rocker and Wobble Boards, add an additional balance 
component to your program.  

The Exercise Station comes with the following accessories:

  3 sets of elastic resistance tubing with clip-on connectors: 
short (30 cm), medium (40 cm) and long (50 cm), in 3colors, 
red (light), green (medium) and blue (heavy).

 1 Exercise Bar

  1 Pair of Exercise Handles with “D” Ring Connector

  1 Pair of Assists with “D” Ring Connector
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The resistance provided by elastic tubes is based on the amount/
percentage that the tube is stretched from its resting length 
(elongation). For example, an initial 40 cm length of green tube 

that is stretched to 80 cm, is at 100 % elongation. Therefore, the 
resistance of the band is about 2.3 kg.
 

*Attention: Latex may cause allergic reactions!

Resistance in kg

Percent elongation 25 % 0,5 0,7 0,9 1,3 1,6 2,3 3,6

50 % 0,8 1,2 1,5 2,1 2,9 3,9 6,3

75 % 1,1 1,5 1,9 2,7 3,7 5,0 8,2

100 % 1,3 1,8 2,3 3,2 4,4 6,0 9,8

125 % 1,5 2,0 2,6 3,7 5,0 6,9 11,2

150 % 1,8 2,2 3,0 4,1 5,6 7,8 12,5

175 % 2,0 2,5 3,3 4,6 6,1 8,6 13,8

200 % 2,2 2,7 3,6 5,0 6,7 9,5 15,2

225 % 2,4 2,9 4,0 5,5 7,4 10,5 16,6

250 % 2,6 3,2 4,4 6,0 8,0 11,5 18,2

 Yellow Red Green Blue Black Silver Gold
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Thera-Band® elastic tubes are made of natural rubber latex. Pro-
per use and care of the tubes are the main factors that infl uence 
durability and safe exercising with the tubes:

  Always examine the tubes before use for small nicks, tears, 
or punctures that may cause the tubes to break.

  Store the bands out of direct sunlight and away from 
 extreme temperatures.

  The tubes should be only attached to the 6 steel pin 
connectors. Be sure the connections are secure before each 
exercise.

  Always stand or sit on the base when performing exercises 
with tubing attached.

  Clean the tubes of the Exercise Station with mild soap and 
water and use non-abrasive cleaners.

  Do not stand on base with cleats or spiked shoes. 

  Use of the tubes can cause serious injuries when not used 
properly or safe. Therefore always perform safe and painfree 
exercises. Avoid exercises that involve stretching the tubes 
in such a fashion that it may snap toward the head and 
cause injuries to the head or eyes. If these types of exercises 
are prescribed, protective eyewear should be worn.

  Don’t overstretch the tubes by more than 3 times its resting 
length (for example, 30 cm to more than 90 cm).

  Thera-Band® Exercise Station and tubes are not toys. Super-
vision is recommended when children are exercising with 
the tubes.
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Practical Use

The Exercise Station can be used with the following Thera-Band® 
products:

  Tubing and Handles

  Exercise Ball

  Exercise Ball + Tubing and Handles

  Stability Trainers + Tubing and Handles

  - Rocker Board / Wobble Board + Tubes and Handles

The tubes should be only attached to the 6 steel pin connectors. 
Attachments to the connectors at the outside of the Station are 
ideal for upper body exercises with Handles, Exercise Bar and ad-
ditional use of the Exercise Ball. For upper body exercises always 
use the long tubes.

Attachments to the inside connectors provide an intensive lower body 
training with or without further accessories. Use the short tubes for 
isolated leg training, except for squats with the exercise bar use the 
long tubes.
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Exercise tips

The main aims of a health-oriented preventive exercise program 
are increasing endurance and, muscle mass, and to improve body 
shape and posture. To match those goals, beginners should choose 
6 to 8 exercises from the following program. Complete 1 to 3 sets 
of 15 to 20 repetitions with mild fatigue on the last set. At no time 
should you feel the strain of the exercise as very heavy. Progress to 
the next color of tube or add sets or training units to your program 
when you feel comfortable and you are able to easily complete 
the 3 sets of 15 to 20 repetitions. Follow these guidelines when 
exercising with the Exercise Station:

  Perform motions slowly and under control. Maintain good 
overall body posture before, during and after each move-
ment. 

  The tube should be under slight tension before each move-
ment to help protect your joints. 

  Do not exercise while experiencing pain. If you feel pain 
stop exercising. If your pain persists, consult a health-care 
provider.

  Pay close attention to the photos and visualize the move-
ment before attempting them.

  ALWAYS exercise both sides of the body!
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Strengthening and Coordination – Arms/Back

Upright Row

Connect one long tube with handle to one of the outside con-
nection points. Sit on a ball and grasp the handle. Extend and 
slowly straighten your arm. Keep elbow in the front.

Connect two long tubes with handles at one of the inside 
connection points. Hold the slightly stretched tubes at hip height. 
Move your hands up to the chin while bending the elbows.

Arm Extension (Triceps)

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the face if 
 grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.
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Strengthening and Coordination – Arms/Back

Arm Flexion

The exercise can also be performed without the Stability Trainer. 
Variation: Exercise while sitting on the exercise ball.

Stand with slightly fl exed knees. Grasp the handles of the tubes 
at hip level. The backs of your hands should point down and 
your elbows should be close to your body. Bend and fl ex your 
underarms. 

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the face if 
 grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.
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Strengthening and Coordination – Arms/Back

Lateral arm raises

The Exercise can also be performed 
without the Stability Trainer. 
Variation:

  Exercise while sitting on the exercise 
ball. Tubes crossed.

Grasp the tubes to the left and right of 
your body at hip height and slowly lift 
your arms up and out.

   

 Backs of hands pointing up;
 Backs of hands pointing down.

 Open palms. 

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the face if 
 grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.
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Stand on the narrow edge of the Station with one or both feet 
and grasp the handles at hip height. Now pull both arms up and 
forward. 

Strengthening and Coordination – Arms/Back

Arm extension / lift 

 Backs of the hands pointing upwards.  
 Backs of the hands pointing downwards. 

 Open palms.

  

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the face if 
 grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.
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Strengthening and Coordination – Arms/Back

Arm lift – frontal

Sitting on the ball. Grasp the tubes at hip height and pull both 
arms forward and up.

 Backs of the hands pointing upwards;  
 Backs of the hands pointing downwards. 

 Open palms.

  

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the face if 
 grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.
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Strengthening and coordination – chest

Bench presses

Lying on your back on the exercise ball. The thighs, upper body 
and head form a straight line (slightly tense the abdomen and 
buttocks). Grasp the exercise bar at chest height. 

Stretch and bend the arms.

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the face if 
 grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.
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Straight abdominal muscles

Lying on your back on the ball. Grasp the exercise bar in front of 
the body at chest height. Slightly roll-up your upper body, hold 
and lower again.

While standing, slowly bend your body to the left against the 
resistance of the tubes. Briefl y hold and straighten up again.

Lateral abdominal muscles

Strengthening and coordination – abdomen

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the face if 
 grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.
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Calf raises

Stand on the narrow edge of the Station and place the exercise 
bar on the back of your shoulders. Slowly go onto the tips of 
your toes and back down.

Lunge

Stand on the narrow edge of the Station, looking away from the 
Station. The exercise bar is lying on the backs of the shoulders. 
Now place one foot on the rear, narrow edge of the training 
 station (foot to the rear). Make slight up and downward move-
ments of the trunk in this position.

Strengthening and coordination – legs

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the face if 
 grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.
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Squats

Place the exercise bar on the back of your shoulders. Perform 
gentle knee bends. Ensure that the knees are not pushed too far 
past the tips of your feet.

Imagine that you are sitting down on a chair and getting up 
again.

Strengthening and coordination – legs

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the face if 
 grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.
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Leg side lifts

Stand in the left side of the center cavity with your right foot. 
Fasten a short tube to the left ankle with the aid of the Assist™ 
Strap. Now lift the leg to the side. Switch sides. 

Variation: Rotate your position by 45° and perform the leg 
movement backwards. Both exercises can also be performed 
without the Stability Trainer.

Leg lifts

Strengthening and coordination – legs

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the face if 
 grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.
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Extension – front of the upper body

Bridge

Sit facing forward on the exercise ball. Slowlylie on your upper 
body back and stretch your arms over your head. Let your arms 
and head hang relaxed.

Extension – lateral musculature

Arch

Lie sideways over the exercise ball. Support yourself on the Sta-
tion with your lower hand and keep your feet in contact with the 
fl oor. Now draw your upper arm over your head in the direction 
of the fl oor.

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the face if 
 grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.
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Extension –back

Beetle

Lie on your stomach over the ball. Your hands and feet should 
slightly touch the fl oor. Relax.

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the face if 
 grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.
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